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Civil War Legacies II - Carol Hopkins 2014-03-04
In this follow-up to her best-selling Civil War
Legacies, Carol Hopkins presents another
outstanding collection of charming projects.
Each engaging quilt is ideal for scraps and
1860s reproduction fabrics. Choose from 17
traditional patterns with something for every
skill level Be inspired by Carol's "To Add
Interest" tips regarding fabric selection Create
quilts with timeless appeal; these small patterns
make beautiful wall hangings, doll quilts, and
gifts
Sisterhood of Scraps - Lissa Alexander
2020-01-02
What happens when famed quilt designer Lissa
Alexander invites her quilting friends to create
scrap quilts alongside her? Scrapalicious magic!
Lissa reached out to six quilters whose quilt
designs she's long admired--Susan Ache, Kim
Brackett, Barbara Brackman, Sheryl Johnson,
Laurie Simpson, and Sandy Klop. The result?
Spectacular scrap quilts from true masters of
the craft, and an invitation for YOU to join the
Sisterhood of Scraps! Choose from 12 quilts
inspired by everything from simple Four Patches
to Trip Around the World designs to Log Cabins
and more. Start a quilting bee, build a

community, and bring new sisters into the fold
as you make these stunning projects. Inside
you'll find your Sisterhood of Scraps certificate-hang it in your sewing space to show that you're
a proud member of the Sisterhood of Scraps.
EQ8 Lessons for Beginners - The Electric
Quilt Company 2017-10-19
This step-by-step lesson book is the best starter
book for learning EQ8 software. The lessons are
easy to follow and cover the basics of each of the
three main worktables of EQ8. You will design
quilts, draw blocks, import fabric scans, print
patterns and calculate yardage estimates.Even if
you've owned earlier versions of EQ, this book
will introduce new features, while refreshing
and energizing your approach to quilt design.In
this book, you will:- Get an overview of the
workspace- Use and build your own librariesDesign basic quilts using pre-set layouts- Design
custom quilts with blocks of different sizesCreate quilt labels- Use photos to design t-shirt
quilts- Straighten, scale and crop fabric photos
from a scanner or camera- Edit blocks from the
library to create new blocks- Draw new blocks,
pieced or applique, from scratch- Create blocks
using Serendipity- Print as templates, foundation
patterns or rotary cutting charts
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Autumn Bouquet - Sharon Keightley
2019-08-01
This collection of dreamy quilts bursts with
fabrics from the scrap basket! Classic patchwork
provides a backdrop for pretty flowers and
twining vines, all made easy with machine
applique. Learn two ways to prepare appliques,
plus tips and tricks for setting up your machine
for applique. Dozens of close-up photos and tips
reveal secrets for mingling antique-style fabrics
ranging from blushing pinks and soft purples to
rich golds, reds, and browns. From small wall
quilts to lap-sized designs, this bouquet of quilts
is simple to sew--yet so extraordinary, the quilts
you make will be handed down from generation
to generation.
Clues in the Calico - Barbara Brackman
2009-05-01
In Clues in the Calico Barbara Brackman unveils
a much-needed system for dating America's
heirloom quilts. She tells how, by collecting and
observing quilts and finally analyzing her
computer file on close to 900 date-inscribed
specimens, she arrived at the system. And
through this telling she also imparts a colorful,
stunningly illustrated history of quiltmaking
along with a good bit of entertaining social
history and the newest findings in textile
research.
Encyclopedia of Pieced Quilt Patterns 2020-12
Barbara Brackman's classic quilter's resource,
the "Encyclopedia of Pieced Quilt Patterns," is
fully modernized, updated with over 160 new
blocks, and presented in full color for the first
time in this third edition! All of the 4,000+
pieced quilt block patterns found in this book
are illustrated with both a line drawing and
sample color suggestions to ensure that you will
never run out of inspiration! Quilters, quilt
historians, and textile enthusiasts will love the
detailed information on pattern names and
publication sources included with each block
pattern.The book is easy to use in a multitude of
ways: look up block designs by name to find a
perfectly themed pattern, search by layout and
construction information to find the name of the
pattern in a historic quilt, or just browse the
pages until your next quilting project catches
your eye! Combine the book with "BlockBase"
software (sold separately) to easily design and

print custom templates, rotary charts, or
foundation patterns for any of the blocks in the
book.As a one-stop-shop for quilt pattern
identification and ideas for your next quilting
project, this fabulous book should be in every
quilter's library!
Oh, Scrap! - Lissa Alexander 2018-03-01
Want to be a scrap quilter? Great! Want to think
like a scrap quilter? Learn from a master! Lissa
Alexander has spent three decades honing her
scrap-quilting talents, and in her first solo book,
she offers page after page of tips for making
dazzling scrap quilts bursting with colors, prints,
and textures. Learn Lissa's secrets for deciding
which fabric combinations work (and
understanding why others don't). Best of all,
with a dozen patterns to choose from you'll
discover how to (finally!) use your unique stash
to make scrap quilts that sing. Includes a
preface by renowned quilt historian Barbara
Brackman.
The Big Book of Civil War Quilts - That
Patchwork Place 2017-08-01
Explore the patchwork style and scrappy flair of
58 history-rich quilts inspired by patterns and
fabrics from the 1800s. Showcase the traditional
color combinations of reproduction fabrics and
popular Civil War-era blocks that quilters love in
patterns for mini-quilts, lap quilts, and large
bed-size projects. Use your favorite reproduction
fabrics--including scraps and precuts--in quilts
ranging from simple to intricate, all created by
expert designers.
Civil War Legacies III - Carol Hopkins
2016-04-05
If you can't get enough of reproduction fabrics,
you'll want this book! Immerse yourself in a
bygone era and create your own piece of
Americana. Featuring simple pieced blocks,
these gorgeous quilts showcase Carol Hopkins'
talent for selecting reproduction fabrics to
create quilts reminiscent of antique treasures.
Choose from 16 quilt patterns ideally suited for
your smallest scraps Close-up photos bring the
details into crystal-clear focus Enjoy patterns
that are perfect for wall hangings, table toppers,
doll beds, and special gifts
You Can Quilt! - Leila Gardunia 2015
In the spirit of Rosie the Riveter's can-do
attitude, authors Gardunia and Oddie have
teamed up to present the ultimate beginner's
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handbook! Sew 36 quilt blocks with ideas and
methods for setting the blocks into a quilt. Stepby-step instructions begin with explaining the
basics of color choice and 1/4 inch seams. If you
have never pieced a quilt before or have only a
beginning knowledge base, this book is
essential. Each chapter offers three block
patterns increasing in difficulty--easy, medium,
and challenging-- with the goal of learning a skill
and then practicing various adaptions to improve
your technique. Chapters include every facet the
new quilter needs to know: half-square triangles,
quarter-square triangles, Flying Geese, wonky
piecing, improvisation, foundation paper piecing,
curves, One-Patch blocks, applique, inset seams,
hexies, and even the Compass and Feathered
Star! Quilt finishing instructions are included as
well. Make quilts both large and small with
instructions given for numerous quilt designs
using some or all of the 36 blocks.
Barbara Brackman's Encyclopedia Of Applique Barbara Brackman 2010-11-05
Indispensable Reference Guide for Quilt
Collectors and Appliqué Lovers Put 2000
Appliqué Designs at Your Fingertips. Newly
revised classic includes 2000 appliqué patterns
from the 19th and 20th centuries. New in this
edition: 5 appliqué quilt project and updated
history of appliqué. Find the perfect block either
by subject (wreaths, leaves, etc.), by type of
design, or by time period. Find the name and
original publication for antique applique quilts.
This classic compendium of appliqué blocks from
quilt historian and best-selling author Barbara
Brackman is back in print, and it's packed with
essential information no appliqué lover should
be without.
Remembering Adelia - Kathleen Tracy
2009-03-10
Meet Adelia, a 19-year-old woman living in
northern Illinois on the cusp of the Civil War.
Her real-life diary entries record the details of
daily life while war advances in the background.
Her journal illustrates how central sewing and
quilting were in a woman's life during the
nineteenth century. Includes period photos and
14 projects featuring nineteenth-century
reproduction fabrics.
Women of Design - Barbara Brackman 2004-10
Quilt historian Barbara Brackman explores the
influence of early newspaperbased designers on

American quilting, and offers quilt blocks that
celebrate those individuals.
Indigo Quilts - Kay Triplett 2015-10-01
A detailed look at the history of Indigo quilts, as
well as five beautiful projects inspired by
antique designs. The beauty of Indigo quilts is
undeniable. Explore the origins of the fiber and
fabric presented by two members of the
American Quilt Study Group. Step inside the
Poos Collection of quilts, one of the largest
privately held collections in the world. Featuring
stunning quilts circa 1750 to 1890. Get inspired
and make one of the gorgeous quilt projects
using present day Indigo or reproduction fabrics.
Includes: 25 stunning antique quilts from one of
the world’s largest privately held quilt and
textile collections Appliqué and patchwork! 5
beautiful projects inspired by antique quilts
Photographic history of indigo’s origins in
textiles, from Africa to America Praise for Indigo
Quilts “This excellent mix of history and quilt
projects is the Triplett sisters’ third book based
off the Poos Collections, a large, privately held
gathering of quilts and textiles managed by the
authors. . . . The Tripletts’ style is scholarly and
readable; the pictures are stunning and
seductive, and the book finishes off with five
indigo design projects for the mid-level-to-expert
quilter.” —Publishers Weekly “In their third
book about the collection, their focus is on
historic indigo quilts, as well as the African
tradition of indigo cultivation and dyeing that
was brought to the United States both by African
traders and explorers and by slaves captured
from their West African homelands. . . .
Historical quilt enthusiasts will appreciate the
depth of the Tripletts’ research on the history of
indigo dyeing; contemporary quilters who
appreciate reproduction quilts will enjoy the
gallery and the patterns.” —Library Journal
Encyclopedia of Applique - Barbara Brackman
1993
Brackman has sorted applique designs into
classes based on their general geometry and
presents 1,795 patterns, both published and
unpublished, from 1800 to 1950.
Hidden in Plain View - Jacqueline L. Tobin
2011-05-25
The fascinating story of a friendship, a lost
tradition, and an incredible discovery, revealing
how enslaved men and women made encoded
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quilts and then used them to navigate their
escape on the Underground Railroad. In Hidden
in Plain View, historian Jacqueline Tobin and
scholar Raymond Dobard offer the first proof
that certain quilt patterns, including a prominent
one called the Charleston Code, were, in fact,
essential tools for escape along the
Underground Railroad. In 1993, historian
Jacqueline Tobin met African American quilter
Ozella Williams amid piles of beautiful
handmade quilts in the Old Market Building of
Charleston, South Carolina. With the admonition
to "write this down," Williams began to describe
how slaves made coded quilts and used them to
navigate their escape on the Underground
Railroad. But just as quickly as she started,
Williams stopped, informing Tobin that she
would learn the rest when she was "ready."
During the three years it took for Williams's
narrative to unfold—and as the friendship and
trust between the two women grew—Tobin
enlisted Raymond Dobard, Ph.D., an art history
professor and well-known African American
quilter, to help unravel the mystery. Part
adventure and part history, Hidden in Plain View
traces the origin of the Charleston Code from
Africa to the Carolinas, from the low-country
island Gullah peoples to free blacks living in the
cities of the North, and shows how three people
from completely different backgrounds pieced
together one amazing American story. With a
new afterword. Illlustrations and photographs
throughout, including a full-color photo insert.
Serendipity Quilts - Susan E. Carlson 2010
Save those scraps! Discover the joy and freedom
of creating collage-style quilts without rules and
measurements. Get hands-on instruction from an
award-winning artist who believes creating with
your instincts will produce gorgeous results
every time.
EQ8 Designing Quilts - The Electric Quilt
Company 2018-04-20
This book will teach you to design with the most
popular tools and features in EQ8 software!
Learn EQ8 quilt design secrets directly from EQ
experts. Each step-by-step lesson is like taking a
class in your home. Perfect for EQ8 users at any
learning stage--beginning, intermediate, or
advanced. Increase your knowledge of the tools
and features, discover new tricks to help make
your creativity a realtiy, and then use all of this

information as inspiration to plan and design
your own amazing quilts!
Civil War Quilts - Pamela Weeks 2020-01-28
A must-read for Civil War enthusiasts and
quilters seeking accurate information on
reproducing Civil War quilts. The stories of
fourteen extraordinary Civil War quilts and the
women who made them bring you face to face
with the drama of war and its effect on
thousands of lives. Some of these quilts tell love
stories, others relate the determination of
women seeking an active role in the war effort,
but all represent efforts to support the fighting
men. Each of these quilts tells stories of struggle
and survival. The book contains patterns and
information for making "block by block" or
"potholder" quilts, with 40 traceable quilt block
patterns with templates for hand piecing or
rotary cutting for machine piecing. Also included
is information on reproduction fabrics and how
to participate in modern soldier-related
community service quilting. This second edition
also features a lively discussion of the Jane
Stickle quilt, one of the most famous quilts made
during the Civil War. With patterns rich in
personal histories and strong visuals, author
Pamela Weeks continues to deliver, and then
some.
The Civil War Sewing Circle - Kathleen Tracy
2011-01-11
Kathleen Tracy, popular author of Prairie
Children and Their Quilts and Remembering
Adelia, has outdone herself with this
combination of lovely projects and fascinating
historical tidbits. Patterned after quilts made
during the Civil War era, this collection is ideal
for nineteenth-century reproduction fabrics.
Choose from 16 easy projects, including large
and small quilts, plus a pincushion, sewing box,
and needle case Learn how women's efforts
during the Civil War era led to increased civil
and political involvement among women See
historical photos and read eloquent excerpts
from letters written to and from soldiers during
the Civil War
Free-Motion Machine Quilting - Don Linn
2010-11-01
Mr. Quilt will teach your quilters how to
machine quilt like a pro! Get professionallooking results on a home sewing machine with
new techniques for drawing and stitching quilt
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designs. From needle to thread, Mr. Quilt walks
you through every aspect of free-motion machine
quilting.
Barbara Brackman's Civil War Sampler Barbara Brackman 2013-01-16
Features fifty quilt blocks that commemorate the
one hundred-fiftieth anniversary of the Civil
War, featuring period photographs and firstperson accounts for each.
America's Printed Fabrics, 1770-1890 - Barbara
Brackman 2004
Important Note about PRINT ON DEMAND
Editions: You are purchasing a print on demand
edition of this book. This book is printed
individually on uncoated (non-glossy) paper with
the best quality printers available. The printing
quality of this copy will vary from the original
offset printing edition and may look more
saturated. The information presented in this
version is the same as the latest edition. Any
pattern pullouts have been separated and
presented as single pages. If the pullout patterns
are missing, please contact c&t publishing.
Sylvia's Bridal Sampler from Elm Creek Quilts Jennifer Chiaverini 2010-11-05
The New York Times–bestselling author of the
Elm Creek Quilts Novels shares 140 block
patterns so you can make your own version of
this heirloom quilt! Celebrate the enduring
bonds of friendship and create your own
authentic version of the “secret” bridal sampler
from the beloved novel The Master Quilter. Get
together with other quilters to mix, match, and
share 140 traditional blocks. Enjoy the gallery of
sampler quilts made by other Elm Creek
readers. This book includes complete
instructions and links to full-sized patterns for
every block from the sampler.
Mary Black's Family Quilts - Laurel Horton 2005
Mary Black's Family Quilts includes a foreword
by Michael Owen Jones, Professor of Culture and
Performance, University of California, Los
Angeles, and author of Craftsman of the
Cumberlands: Tradition and Creativity.
The Journal of Charlotte Forten - Charlotte L.
Forten 1981
A young Black woman's disillusion with America
is reflected in her diary, describing her efforts
for her people before and during the Civil War
Borderland in Butternut & Blue - Barbara
Brackman 2007-10

Along the Kansas/Missouri Border Quilt his
torian Barbara Brackman offers a beautiful
sampler quilt reminiscent of the Civil War in The
Kansas City Star's 2007 blockof themonth
project. Each block is dedicated to a woman
whose life was touched by the conflict on the
Kansas/Missouri border.
Schoolgirl Sampler - Kathleen Tracy 2020-10-01
Designer Kathleen Tracy is back with more
delightful little quilts! This time she's gathered a
treasury of 4" blocks reminiscent of those sewn
by schoolgirls during the nineteenth century.
Make all 72 timeless blocks and combine them in
a sampler quilt or select a few favorites to use in
any of six other charming quilts. Quick to stitch
and perfect for reproduction-fabric scraps, the
blocks are easy to make and you can complete
several in one sitting or complete a small quilt in
a weekend. Kathy includes plenty of tips for
sewing small blocks, and her simple cutting
instructions and clear piecing diagrams will help
you succeed as you stitch each pint-sized treat.
Barn Quilts and the American Quilt Trail
Movement - Suzi Parron 2012-01-22
The story of the American Quilt Trail, featuring
the colorful patterns of quilt squares painted
large on barns throughout North America, is the
story of one of the fastest-growing grassroots
public arts movements in the United States and
Canada. In Barn Quilts and the American Quilt
Trail Movement Suzi Parron takes us to twentyfive states as well as Canada to visit the people
and places that have put this movement on
America’s tourist and folk art map. Through
dozens of interviews with barn quilt artists,
committee members, and barn owners, Parron
documents a journey that began in 2001 with the
founder of the movement, Donna Sue Groves.
Groves’s desire to honor her mother with a quilt
square painted on their barn became a group
effort that eventually grew into a county-wide
project. Today, quilt squares form a long
imaginary clothesline, appearing on more than
three thousand barns scattered along one
hundred and twenty driving trails. With more
than eighty full-color photographs, Parron
documents here a movement that combines rural
economic development with an American folk art
phenomenon.
Divided Hearts - Barbara Brackman 2020-05-25
The fascinating story of Civil War friendships
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across the Mason-Dixon line from the bestselling
author and “renowned quilt historian” (Time).
Create your own historically inspired friendship
quilt with twelve popular blocks from the Civil
War era. Each album block comes with design
variations and an optional center flourish, plus
setting instructions. Read compelling narratives
of the women who found their hearts divided
during the war, yet left a legacy of friendship
quilts as proof of their bond. “Inspired by
friendship quilts created between 1840 and
1861, Brackman focuses on women with ‘divided
hearts,’ Northern women living in the South, and
Southern women educated in the North, or with
families divided by the Civil War . . . readers
learn about twelve women’s lives that spanned
the divide. Photographs and maps accompany
the biographies. History comes alive through
these women . . . You don’t have to be a quilt
maker to enjoy reading the history and
biographies of these amazing women.” —The
Literate Quilter “The historical narratives about
the women are so interesting . . . The quilts are
beautiful and I love the idea of a friendship quilt
. . . [an] amazing book.” —Crafty Moms Share
Facts & Fabrications: Unraveling the History of
Quilts and Slavery - Barbara Brackman 2006
The most current research on the role of quilts
during the time of slavery, emancipation, and
the Underground Railroad is presented in a
collection of nine projects that combine historic
blocks with the author's own designs. Original.
Hope's Journey - Betsy Chutchian 2018
A quiltmaking journey begins with the
inspiration to take the first step, and you'll find a
wealth of antique-style blocks and quilts to lead
you on Hope's Journey. Inside a dozen chapters,
author Betsy Chutchian shares 28 timeless block
patterns in a variety of sizes, along with 11 small
quilts to sew using nineteenth-century
reproduction fabrics. Once blocks are sewn, you
can mix and match them into one of four
spectacular, puzzle-piece-style sampler quilts
that will guide you toward your journey's end.
Designed as a rich visual treat for lovers of
vintage quilts, each chapter also includes
fascinating facts about the American frontier
and the hopeful journeys that pioneers took in
search of a better life.
Civil War Legacies - Carol Hopkins 2012-03-13
Step back in time with 15 favorite patchwork-

quilt patterns from the Civil War Legacies
collection by Carol Hopkins. Each pattern design
features classic blocks evocative of the era,
beautifully showcasing today's reproduction
quilt fabrics. Wonderfully scrappy, small quilt
patterns in sizes perfect for wall hangings and
doll quilts Simple, step-by-step instructions with
clear diagrams and pressing directions Valuepacked collection with something for every skill
level
Quilt Recipes - Jen Kingwell 2021-06-08
Quilt Recipes is a brilliant pairing of captivating,
pieced projects and family favourite deserts from
her mum's kitchen. Enjoy the process of piecing
and the challenge of finding, pairing, and
arranging diverse patterns and countless colours
together, especially those that make you
uncomfortable. Savour each kitchen recipe that
has been timelessly tested, lovingly passed down
and now fondly shared with like-minded soul
stitchers.12 brilliant patchwork projects paired
with nine of Jen's mum's favourite, delectable
dessert recipes. As quilters, stitchers and
makers, we fill our souls with like-minded
friendships, feed our souls with hand or machine
stitching, and we love to treat ourselves and
others to decadent desserts. Jen Kingwell's, Quilt
Recipes, is a brilliant pairing of captivating
pieced projects and delectable desserts.
Whether you are a hand or machine piecer, one
can relish in each recipe, whether it be a quilt or
perhaps something sweet. Use a variety of
patchwork techniques including, machine &
hand piecing, hand applique, and hand quilting.
Full-size paper patterns make template creation
quick and simple. Acrylic template sets for six of
the quilt patterns are sold separately.
Facts & Fabrications: Unraveling the History of
Quilts & Slavery - Barbara Brackman 2010-11-05
“A renowned quilt historian . . . present[s] what
she considers to be an accurate assessment of
slavery, quilts and the Underground Railroad.”
—Time Recall an unforgettable phase of our
nation’s history with America’s leading quilt
historian. Barbara Brackman presents the most
current research on the role of quilts during the
time of slavery, emancipation, and the
Underground Railroad. Nine quilt projects
combine historic blocks with Barbara’s own
designs. Did quilts really lead the way to
freedom? What role did quilts play? Barbara
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explores the stories surrounding the
Underground Railroad. Read about the people
who were there! First-person accounts,
newspaper and military records, and surviving
quilts all add clues. YOU decide how to interpret
the stories and history, fabrication and facts as
you learn about this fascinating time in history.
Excellent resource for elementary through high
school learners—curriculum included! “Quilters
interested in African American slavery and
quilting will find many historically accurate,
teachable moments within these pages. The firstpersonal accounts by slaves of their quilt
making, quilt parties, and stolen quilts make
emotional reading. A must-have book for your
quilting library!” —Kyra Hicks, author of Black
Threads “Brackman skillfully assembles accurate
historical evidence along with beautiful quilt
examples infused with slave-era symbolism.”
—Dr. Carolyn Mazloomi, author of Threads of
Faith “Many of persons featured or quoted are
women with a connection to the ‘peculiar
institution’: slaves, escaped slaves, freed slaves,
plantation owners, abolitionists, and so forth . . .
teaches history through quilting and offers fun
projects for history-minded quilters . . . the
stories offer good starting points for one’s own
research and the projects are beautiful.”
—Beth’s Bobbins
The Farmer's Wife Homestead Medallion Quilt Laurie Aaron Hird 2020-05-12
Best-selling author Laurie Aaron Hird of The
Farmer's Wife Sampler Quilt shares the next
installment of this beloved series. A few years
before Ada Melville Shaw's death in 1937, she
wrote--and The Farmer's Wife magazine
published--a seven-part series of articles about
her homesteading adventures. It is this series of
articles that come to life in The Farmer's Wife
Homestead Medallion Quilt. Master of
traditional quilting, Laurie Aaron Hird has used
Ada's writings to inspire the 120 classic quilt
blocks that surround a stunning center
medallion. Full instructions for sewing this
queen-sized sampler quilt, featuring 64 six-inch
and 56 eight-inch blocks, are included. The
Farmer's Wife Homestead Medallion Quilt
templates for paper-piecing and rotary cutting
are provided in a ready-to-print, easy-todownload PDF, available through url provided.
Travel back with Laurie and Ada to 1910s

Montana where a homesteading pioneer woman
inspired a contemporary quilt for the modern
age.
Old Patchwork Quilts and the Women who
Made Them - Ruth E. Finley 1992-10-01
First published in 1929, this book is an enduring
contribution to the study of women's history. The
200 photos and diagrams are supplemented by
eight pages of color plates and an introduction
by Barbara Brackman.
Civil War Women - Barbara Brackman
2010-11-05
North and South, black and white - the story of
the War Between the States is embedded in the
soul of every American. In her second book on
quilts and the Civil War, Barbara Brackman
introduces 9 women who lived during those
turbulent times, matching each woman to a quilt
that she might have made herself. 9 projects
adapted from period quilts, with patterns and
instructions. Excellent reference book for Civil
War re-enactors; offers creative activities related
to each woman’s story. Fascinating information
about 9 real-life American women and their
experiences during the Civil War, from
abolitionist speaker Lucy Stone to freed slave
Susie Taylor King to Confederate spy Belle
Edmondson. Make a reproduction quilt and
forge a personal link to the women of the Civil
War!
Civil War Nurse - Hannah Anderson Ropes 1993
The chief nurse of the Union Hospital in
Washington, D.C., describes life and stress in the
hospital and comments on notable persons of
power. Her heretofore unpublished diary and
letters comprise a fresh, hightly significan
document concerning the medical history of the
Civil War and the contributions of women nurses
in the Northern military hospitals. This book is
edited, with Introduction and Commentary, by
John R. Brumgardt. Published by The University
of Tennessee. 150 pages
Finders Keepers Quilts - Edie McGinnis
2016-01-01
The quilter and Kansas City Star Quilts editor
shares a collection of historic designs inspired
by a treasure trove of antique American quilts.
Finders Keepers Quilts is based on a collection
of quilts discovered in an abandoned farmhouse
in Davis County, Iowa. As new owner Susan
Knapp searched through the house, she found
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stone crocks, pretty dishes, and other intriguing
odds and ends. But best of all, she found a box of
beautiful quilts made in the early 1900s. Famed
quilter Edie McGinnis has worked with Susan to
re-create these stunning designs, using

reproduction fabric to reflect the time period in
which they were made. She has also included an
updated version of each quilt, with clear, concise
instructions that will appeal to today’s modern
quilters.
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